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We analyze the problem of determining freedom from deadlock of transactions which con- 
trol concurrency by locking in a distributed database. We use a graph-theoretic formalization 
of the problem and show that it is NP-hard even for two transactions. The problem of deter- 
mining safety (serializability of all schedules) and deadlock freedom is also examined. We 
show that this problem can be solved in polynomial time for any fixed number of trans- 
actions. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In database systems the concurrency control process has to prevent situations in 
which the concurrent execution of transactions produces incorrect results. The most 
widely used and researched mechanism for controlling concurrency is locking of 
database entities [EGLT; FKS; YPK] ). These entities are the units that make up 
the database and can be defined to be records, blocks, files, etc. Locking is a simple 
concurrency control mechanism-it only enables a transaction to prevent access to 
an entity by another transaction from the time it obtains the lock until it releases it. 
Steps which lock and unlock entities are inserted in the transactions in such a way 
that no matter how the transactions run concurrently, as long as the locks are 
respected, correctness is ensured. Sets of locked transactions which have this 
property, i.e., all incorrect executions are forbidden by the locks, are called safe. 
The use of locking to control concurrency introduces the danger of deadlocks. One 
way of dealing with deadlocks is to detect and eliminate them when they occur. The 
other is to ensure deadlock freedom in advance. 
The complexity of the safety and deadlock-freedom problems has been com- 
pletely analyzed in the centralized case (a survey of these and related results 
appears in [J]). It was shown in [Pl, Yl] that determining safety of a set of 
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(locked) transactions is a coNP-complete problem [GJ]. A sufficient condition for 
safety which can be tested in polynomial time and applies to natural locking 
policies is given in [Yl]; it is used in [W2] to devise an algorithm which safely 
unlocks entities in a set of transactions while reducing the amount of time entities 
are kept locked. Determining if a set of transactions is deadlock-free is shown in 
[Y2] to be also a coNP-complete problem, even if the transactions are two-phase 
locked (the most popular locking policy [EGLT]). Both safety and deadlock- 
freedom can be tested in polynomial time for a fixed number of transactions. In the 
case of two transactions, an elegant geometric technique leads to very efficient 
algorithms: Lipski and Papadimitriou presented in [LP] an O(n log n log log n) 
algorithm which was later improved to O(n log n) by Soisalon-Soininen and Wood 
csw. 
In a distributed database the issues of safety and deadlock freedom generally 
become more complicated and solutions more complex [BG; KPl], although not 
always [Wl]. Given the analysis for the centralized case summarized in the 
previous paragraph, the question is which of the positive results can be extended to 
the distributed case. Kanellakis and Papadimitriou [KP2] show that determining 
safety of two transactions distributed among an arbitrary number of sites is coNP- 
complete (although polynomial for two sites). They leave open the deadlock 
freedom question. Tirri presents in [T] a polynomial time algorithm for testing 
deadlock-freedom of a pair of transactions. As we will point out, however, his 
algorithm contains a crucial error. If both the number of transactions and the num- 
ber of database sites are fixed, then the deadlock-freedom problem can be solved in 
polynomial time by an exhaustive method [SM]. 
In this paper we are interested in the complexity of deadlock-freedom on the one 
hand and safety-and-deadlock-freedom on the other for distributed locked trans- 
actions. We use the model of [KP2] which we present in Section 2. In Section 3 we 
formalize the deadlock situation and prove a necessary and sufficient condition for 
deadlock-freedom. In Section 4 we use this condition to prove that testing whether 
a pair of (distributed, locked) transactions is deadlock-free is a coNP-complete 
problem. In Section 5 we present an algorithm which determines in polynomial 
time whether a fixed number of transactions is both safe and deadlock-free. Section 
6 summarizes. 
2. THE MODEL 
A distributed database (DDB) is a finite set of entities E partitioned into pairwise 
disjoint subsets called sites. The disjointless condition means that replication of 
data is not treated explicitly. Rather, copies of the same logical item residing at dif- 
ferent sites are regarded as distinct entities; their equality is part of the integrity 
constraints which is presumably taken into account by the transactions. 
A locked transaction is a partial order T = (V, A), whose nodes represent 
operations and whose arcs reflect time precedence and flow of information (depen- 
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dencies). Every node v of T is associated with some entity x and is labelled either 
with the instruction Lock x (written Lx) or Unlock x (Ux) or with an action on x 
(written A.x). An action on x is considered to be the indivisible execution of the 
instructions t, +- x (read x); x tfv(t “I ,..., t,,) (update x), where v, ,..., vk are the 
nodes that precede node v (including v) in T, and fV is an uninterpreted function 
symbol. (Nothing changes in what follows if the update depends only on the old 
value of x, i.e., if an action is considered to be the instruction x +fJx).) An impor- 
tant restriction is that nodes associated with entities residing at the same site are 
totally ordered; this restriction gives in the case of one site the usual model of cen- 
tralized transactions as sequences of steps. 
We make furthermore the following assumption. For each entity x, a transaction 
T either does not have any node associated with x or else it has exactly one node 
labelled Lx, one node Ux, and one or more nodes A.x such that Lx precedes in T 
all A.x nodes which precede the Ux node. For a justification of theses assumptions 
see [EGLT; Yl]. 
We can think of a partial order T as the set of its linear extensions (total orders 
compatible with it); if t is a linear extension of T we will write t E T. A transaction 
system is a finite set of transactions. Given a transaction system A = {T, ,..., T,,} we 
assume that the nodes of Ti are superscripted by i. A sequence S is a schedule of A 
if: (1) it can be obtained by merging of the total orders in a set { ti 1 1 6 i < n, ti E Tj> 
(i.e., S is a linear extension of the union of the T~s), and (2) between every two Lx 
operations there is a Ux operation. Intuitively, a schedule is a possible order of 
execution of the operations in a set of transactions, which respects the locks issued 
by the transactions. A serial schedule is one in which there is no interleaving; that is, 
the nodes of each transaction appear consecutively. A schedule is serializable if it is 
equivalent to a serial schedule under all interpretations of the function symbolsf, of 
the transactions. In our model there is a simple test for serializability of a schedule 
S: Construct a labeled directed graph D(S) by associating a node with each trans- 
action and including an arc T, + T, labeled x if both Ti and Tj access x and T, acts 
on x before Tj. The schedule S is serializable if and only if D(S) is acyclic [EGLT]. 
A transaction system is safe if every schedule of it is serializable. Given a trans- 
action system, it is easy to see that the positions of the actions in each transaction 
do not play a role in determining safety [KP2; Wl]. What matters are the 
Lock-Unlock operations in each transaction and the precedence relationships 
among them. Clearly, the same is true for deadlocks. For this reason we will omit 
the action nodes, and view a transaction simply as a partial order of Lock and 
Unlock nodes. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Deadlock occurs when after partially executing a schedule the following situation 
arises: in each transaction the only candidates for execution next are Lock 
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operations, and they request entities on which a lock is already held by another 
transaction of A. To formalize this we need the following definitions. Subgraph 
G’ = (I”, C’) of a dag G = (I’, C) is a prefix of G if there are no arcs in G from a 
node in V- v’ to a node in v’. Assume that A’ = {T; ,..., Tn}, where T: = ( I$ Ci) is 
some prefix of Ti = (Vi, Ci). A partial schedule s’ of A is a schedule of A’; i.e., it is a 
merging of the total orders in a set (t: 1 1 < i < n, t: E q} in which between every two 
Lx operations there is a Ux operation. S’ is a deadlock partial schedule if for every 
16 iQ n the only nodes without predecessors in the subgraph of Ti induced by 
Vi - Vj are Lock operations Ly,, ,..., Ly, and every yi, is locked-but-not-unlocked in 
some prelix T;, E A’. A transaction system A is deadlock-free if it has no deadlock 
partial schedules. It is easy to see that this is equivalent to the following condition: 
every partial schedule of A is a prefix of a (complete) schedule. 
Let A = {T, ,..., T,,} be a transaction system and A’= (T;,..., Tn} a set of prefixes 
of the transactions (a prefix of A). Not every prefix of A has a schedule; that is, 
there may be no way to execute exactly the given prefixes of the transactions while 
respecting the locks. For example, one necessary, though not sufficient, condition is 
that there be at most one transaction prefix which locks but does not unlock an 
entity x. Suppose that the prefix A’ has a schedule S’. We can construct a directed 
graph on the remaining nodes of the transactions (i.e., nodes not in A’) which cap- 
tures the order in which they have to be executed in order to complete S’. We will 
call this graph the reduction graph of A’, and denote it by R(A’). The nodes of the 
reduction graph are the remaining nodes of the transactions. The reduction graph 
contains all arcs of the remaining parts of the transactions, and in addition the 
following arcs: For each entity x which is locked in A’ but not unlocked, say by 
transaction Ti, the reduction graph contains arcs from U’x (the Ux node of trans- 
action Ti) to the remaining Lx nodes of the other transactions. These arcs indicate 
that in any continuation of S’, before any other transaction can lock x, transaction 
Tj must first unlock it. Note that the reduction graph depends only on the prefixes 
executed in the partial schedule S’, and not on the schedule itself. We say that the 
prefix A’ of A is a deadlock prefix if (1) there is a schedule of it, and (2) its reduc- 
tion graph R(A’) contains a cycle. 
EXAMPLE. In Figs. la, b, c we see three transactions T, , T,, T3 ; the transactions 
are depicted by their Hasse diagrams (i.e., transitive arcs are omitted), and their 
nodes are superscripted by the transaction numbers. The lines that cut the trans- 
actions indicate prefixes. In Fig. Id we see an acyclic directed graph composed of 
these three prefixes and some additional arcs indicating an order in which the 
prefixes may legally lock and unlock their common entities; for example, the arc 
U’x + L’x indicates that T1 locks and unlocks x before T2. Any linear extension 
(topological order) of this graph is a partial schedule (i.e., respects the locks). The 
reduction graph of this prefix of our transaction system is shown in Fig. le. The 
prefix is a deadlock prefix because its reduction graph contains the cycle: L’z, U’y, 
L=y, u=x, L3x, u32, L’z. 
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THEOREM 1. A transaction system is deadlock free if and only ifit does not have a 
deadlock prefix. 
Proof. Let A = {T,,..., T,,} be a transaction system. 
(if) Suppose that A is not deadlock-free, and let S’ be a deadlock partial 
schedule of it. Let A’ = {T; ,..., Yn} be the prefix of A executed by s’. We shall show 
that A’ is a deadlock prefix. Since A’ has a schedule (namely, S’) we have only to 
show that its reduction graph has a cycle. The only nodes without predessors in the 
subgraph of Ti that remains are lock nodes Liyi,,..., L’y, and every yi/ is locked-but- 
not-unlocked in some other prefix Th. Therefore in R(A’), by definition, L’y,, is 
preceded by U”y,,. Thus in R(A’) every node has a predecessor; therefore the graph 
must have a cycle. 
(only if) Conversely, assume now that A has a deadlock prefix A’ and let S’ be 
any schedule of this prefix. In any extension of S’ to a complete schedule S of 
T L ,..-, T,, if u precedes w in R(A’) then u must precede w in S. Since R(A’) has a 
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cycle such an extension is impossible. It means that S’ or some partial schedule that 
includes S’ is a deadlock partial schedule. 1 
The reduction graph plays a role analogous to the usual “wait-for” graph in the 
case of centralized transactions (total orders): the presence of a cycle tells us that 
there is no way of completing the partial schedule before the actual deadlock 
occurs. The converse however is not true: acyclicity of the graph does not imply 
that a partial schedule can be completed. 
With this characterization of the deadlock situation, we can describe now the 
oversight in CT]. Its polynomial-time deadlock-detection algorithm is based on the 
following premise. If a deadlock situation between two transactions Ti and T2 
arises then there are two entities x and y accessed in T, and T, such that L’y 
precedes U’x, L2x precedes U2y, L’y does not precede L’x, and L2x does not 
precede L2y. Now assume that both T, and T2 are represented by the dag in Fig. 
2a. In it there are no entities x, y s.t. Ly precedes Ux and Lx precedes Uy. Yet the 
reduction graph of the prefix consisting of the nodes L2u, L’t, L2z, L’w, illustrated 
in Fig. 2b, has the cycle Lb, U’t, L2t, U2z, L’z, U1w, L2w, U2v, L’v. In other 
words, deadlock between two transactions can occur as a results of a cycle involv- 
ing more than two entities. 
The above example brings up an interesting difference between transactions in 
centralized and distributed databases. As it has shown, two transactions with the 
same syntax (same partial order of Lock-Unlock operations) can have a deadlock 
in a distributed database. In a centralized database any set of transactions with 
identical syntax is deadlock free. This difference cannot be trivially related to the 
fact that different total orders (centralized transactions) corresponding to one dis- 
tributed transaction can have a deadlock. The reason is that two distributed trans- 
actions T, and T, can be deadlock free even though there is a set {t,, t2} with 
t, E T, and t2 E T2 which has a deadlock. For example, if T, and T2 are represented 
by the dag in Fig. 3 then T, and T, are deadlock free; but if t, = Lx, Ly, Ux, 
UYE T, and t, = Ly, Lx, Ux, Uys T, then obviously {t,, t2} has a deadlock. 
6) 
FVXJRE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
Kanellakis and Papadimitriou [KP2] point out that a set of distributed trans- 
actions is safe if and only if { t r, t2} is safe for all t, E T1 and t2 E T,. Therefore, as 
far as reducibility to the centralized case is concerned, the issue of deadlock freedom 
is different than the issue of safety of distributed transactions. However, the 
reducibility condition is still sufficient, namely, if a set of transactions 
A = (T, ,..., Tn} has a deadlock then there is a set t = {t, ,..., tn} with tie Ti which 
has a deadlock. To obtain the set r assume that the execution of partial schedule S 
results in a deadlock of A. For each i take the subsequence of Ti in S (the members 
with superscript i), suffix it with some total order of the remainder of Ti, and name 
the resulting sequence ti. Then the execution of S results in a deadlock in z. 
4. DEADLOCK FREEDOM OF Two TRANSACTIONS 
THEOREM 2. It is coNP-complete to determine whether two distributed trans- 
actions are deadlock-free. 
Proof: The problem is obviously in coNP. Given transactions T, and T2 a non- 
deterministic algorithm needs only to guess a deadlock partial schedule. Next we 
will transform 3SAT’ to the problem of determining whether {T,, T,) has a 
deadlock prefix. 3SAT’ is the (NP-complete) problem of determining whether a 
CNF formula with each clause having at most 3 literals, and each variable appear- 
ing exactly twice and its negation exactly once, is satisfiable. Let c,,..., c, be the 
clauses of such a formula, and x1,..., x, its variables. Then the nodes of T, and T2 
are 
{LCi, UCi,LCi,UC:) 1 <i<r}V {LX,,UX,,LX~,UX;,LX~,UXi" 1 l<j<n}. 
In T, and Tz there is an arc from each lock to its corresponding unlock and from 
Lci to UC,; in TI the arcs (LXj, Ux,!‘) and in T, the arcs (Lx;, Uxi) exist for 
1 <j 6 n. In addition the following arcs exist: If xi occurs in ch, ck and its negation 
in cI then in T, we introduce the arcs (throughout this proof c,, i = clF 
tLxj9 ucI+l)9 tLxJ, uc;+l)~ tLch, uxjh tLc/f3 Ux;), and in T2 the arcs-(Lc,, Uxj), 
tLxj, ucI,+I), CLxj, uc~+l)~ tLxi, uc/c+l), tLxj, uch+l). 
The arcs corresponding to xi in T, are shown in Fig. 4a and the ones in T2 are 
shown in Fig. 4b (arcs corresponding to other variables from illustrated locks and 
into illustrated unlocks accessing the c;s and c;s are omitted for the sake of sim- 
plicity). 
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For example, if the formula is (x, + x2). (x1 + X2). (2, + x2) then T, and T2 are 
illustrated in Fig. 5; arcs from locks to corresponding unlocks are omitted for 
clarity. 
Assume that the formula is satisfiable and let zj be a literal that satisties c, for 
1 <.j d r. We will demonstrate a deadlock prefix ( T; , T2 > of { T,, T2 ). The set N of 
nodes in the prefix is defined as follows: N = U;= 1 Zi, where 
Zi= {L’x,, L’xj, L2ci, L’ci} if zi is the positive literal xi or Zi= {L*x,, L’xj, L’x(l’, 
L1ci, L*c:} if zi is the negative literal Xi. 
Note that the transactions T, and T, have arcs only from lock to unlock nodes. 
Since N consists only of lock nodes, the prefixes T; and T; contain no arcs. Since 
no variable appears in the set { zq 1 16 q < n} together with its negation, the two 
transaction prefixes have no entities in common. Therefore, any ordering of N is a 
UC* 
UC; 
UC; 
EC; 
ux; 
% 
FIGURE 5 
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schedule of {r,, T;}. In order to prove that the prefix that we defined is a deadlock 
prefix all we have to show is a cycle in its reduction graph R. The idea is that if zi is 
the positive literal xi then the cycle uses the arc (Lci, Vxj) or (Lc,., UxJ in T1 and if 
it is the negative literal Xi it uses (Lci, Uxj) in T2. Also, if {zi, zi+ i} consists of a 
positive and a negative variable, then the cycle uses Lock-Unlock operations on 
c:+1, otherwise the operations on c:+ 1 are not used. In other words, c:, i is used 
when the component of the cycle corresponding to zi would otherwise end in an 
unlock in the same transaction in which the component for zi+ i has to start with a 
lock. Since there are no arcs from unlocks to locks within a transaction, the cycle 
has to go through the other transaction. 
As indicated, the cycle is made out of r components, each corresponding to a zi, 
The ith component is a path from the Lci node of T1 or T2 (according as zi is a 
positive or negative literal) to the Lci+ 1 node of T, or T2: 
If zi=xj and zi+i is a positive literal then the component corresponding to zi 
is: L’ci, U1yj, L2yj, U2ci+ 1, L1ci+ 1, where yj is xi or xJ, depending on the arcs 
existing in T1 and T2 (i.e., depending on whether this is the first or second 
occurence of the literal xi). 
If zi=xj and z~+~ is a negative literal then the component corresponding to zi 
is: L1ci, U’yj, L2yj, U2c:, ,, L’c:,,, U’c,, ,, L2ci, ,. 
If zi=Xj and z~+~ is a positive literal then the component is: L2ci, U2xj, 
LIXj, u’x;, L2xY, u’x;, L’x;, u’c:,,, L%:+,, U2Ci& L’Ci,,. 
If zi = Xi and zi+ 1 is a negative literal then the component is: 
L2ci, U2xj, L’Xj, U’X~‘, L’xjll, U’X~, L’x~, U’C,, 1, L2ci+ ,. It should be obvious that 
the components for zi,..., z, in this order form a cycle. 
Conversely, assume that { T,, T,} has a deadlock prefix A’ = {T;, T;}. Let N be 
the set of nodes in the prefix, and let M be a cycle in its reduction graph. Since 
there are no arcs in T, and T2 between two Locks nor between two Unlocks then if 
node LPd is in A4 then Uqd is in M immediately preceding Lpd, and if UPd is in M 
then Lqd is in M immediately succeeding UPd (throughout this discussion p #q). 
This implies that if UPd is in M then LPd is in the prefix N and Lqd, Uqd are not in 
N. Therefore if UPd is in M then Uqd is not in M, because the only node that can 
possibly succeed Uqd is Lpd. Also M cannot contain an arc (Lpd, Upd) from a lock 
node to its matching unlock node, because the presence of UPd in M implies that 
LPd is in the prefix N. From these observations we can deduce for several nodes of 
the cycle who their successor must be: 
(1) an Unlock node UPd must be succeeded on the cycle by Lqd (where 
p#q), 
(2) a node L’xj must be succeeded by Ulxi)l, node L2x;) by U2xJ, and a node 
Lpc: for p = 1,2 must be succeeded by Upci, because the cycle cannot contain an arc 
from a Lock node to its matching Unlock node, and these Lock nodes have only 
one more outgoing arc (see Fig. 4). 
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Also, the cycle cannot contain a node ,‘xj’ because such a node has an arc only 
to its matching Unlock node. 
We will prove that the following truth assignment satisfies the CNF formula 
given by c1 ,..., c,: If U’x, or U1xj is in A4 then x, is “true” and if U2xj is in M then xj 
is “false.” First we will show that this is a valid truth assignment. Assume that U2x, 
is in M. Then L2xj is not in M (it is in the prefix N), and the only node that can 
precede U2xj is L2cI, where c, is the clause in which Xi occurs (see Fig. 4). The 
sequence that must succeed U2xj in M is: L1xj, U’xy, L2x;‘, U’xJ, L’xJ. This is so 
because for each node there is only one possible successor. Since U2xj and U’xi are 
in M, U’xj and U’xj cannot be in M. 
We will argue now that for each i, the cycle M contains the Lcj node of one of 
the two transactions (equivalently, the UC, node of the other transaction). First we 
will show that for some i the cycle contains a Lci node, and then argue that in this 
case it must also contain a Lci+, node. 
CLAIM 1. For some i the cycle contains a Lc, node. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since an Unlock node on the cycle must be followed by a 
Lock node, it suffices to show that the presence of any Lock node on the cycle 
implies the presence of a Lci node. We showed above that if U2xj is on the cycle, 
then the cycle is forced to continue in a unique way until it reaches L’xj. From this 
node there are two possible continuations: U1cl+ ,, L2cI+ ,, or U1cj+ 1, L2c;+ ,, 
u2c /+19 J%+,, where cI is the clause in which Xi occurs. We conclude that if the 
cycle contains any one of the nodes L1xj, L’xj, L2x,!‘, L*xi then the claim is true. 
Suppose that the cycle contains a node L’y, where yj is xi or xj. There are two 
possible continuations (see Fig. 4): U2cifl, L1ci+ 1 or U*c:+,, L’c:,,, U1c,+ 1, 
L2ci+ 1) where ci is a clause in which xj occurs. We conclude that if the cycle con- 
tains a node L2xj or L’xi or L’cj then the claim is true. As we mentioned before, 
the cycle cannot contain a node L’xj’. The claim follows. 1 
CLAIM 2. For each i the cycle contains the Lci node of one of the two trans- 
actions. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose that the cycle contains L2ci. This node must be suc- 
ceeded by U2xj for some Xi in the clause ci. As we argued before, from there the 
cycle will continue in a unique way to L’xj, and from there it will reach either 
L2ci+ 1 or L’c,+~. 
Suppose that the cycle contains L’ci. Its successor must be U’y,, where yj is xj or 
xj for some positive literal xi of clause ci. From there the cycle will go to L2yj, and 
then, as we argued before, it will continue in one of two ways to reach either L’c,, , 
or L2ci+I. i 
If L’c, is in M then U’x, or U’xj must succeed it for an xi appearing uncom- 
plemented in ci. If L2xi is in M then U2xj must succeed it for an Xi appearing in ci. 
It follows from Claim 2 that our truth assignment satisfies all clauses. 1 
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5. TESTING FOR SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM DEADLOCK 
In Section 2 we mentioned a simple criterion to test a schedule for serializability; 
from a schedule S, a directed graph D(S) is constructed and tested for acyclicity. If 
S’ is a partial schedule of the transaction system A, we can construct similarly a 
labelled directed graph D(S) with a node for each transaction, and an arc labelled 
x from Ti to Tj if both Ti and Tj access x and Ti locks x in S’ before Tj does (even if 
T, does not execute its Lx step in S’). 
LEMMA 1. A transaction system A is safe and deadlock free if and only if for 
every partial schedule s’ of A, the digraph D(S) is acyclic. 
Proof. (if) Since a complete schedule S is also a partial schedule, every schedule 
S of A has an acyclic digraph D(S), and therefore, A is safe. Suppose that there is a 
deadlock partial schedule S’ of A. For every transaction T, that has not finished 
execution in S’, the only steps that can be executed next (remaining nodes of Ti 
without predecessors) are Lock operations on entities which are currently locked 
(but not unlocked) in S’ by other transactions. If Lx is such an operation eligible 
for execution next by T,, and Tj holds a lock on X, then the digraph D(S’) will have 
an arc labelled x from Tj to Ti. Therefore, every transaction that has not terminated 
in S’ has at least one incoming arc in D(S’) from another transaction that has not 
terminated. It follows that D(S’) contains a cycle. 
(only zj) Suppose that S’ is a partial schedule such that D(S’) contains a cycle. 
For every complete schedule S which extends s’, the digraph D(S’) is a subgraph of 
D(S). Either S’ can be extended to a complete schedule S, in which case S is not 
serializable and thus A is not safe, or S’ cannot be completed, which implies that A 
is not deadlock free. 1 
COROLLARY 1. A transaction system A = {T, ,..., T,, } is safe and deadlock free if 
and only $ for any total orders t, ,..., t, with ti E Ti the system {t, ,..., t,} is safe and 
deadlock free. 
The corollary in itself does not imply a polynomial time solution for two trans- 
actions, since there may be an exponential number of total orders to try. For exam- 
ple, the analogous fact is true for safety alone, and yet testing a pair of (distributed) 
transactions for safety is NP-hard. However, the corollary allows us to use results 
from the centralized case. 
Two Transactions 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the safety and freedom from deadlock of 
two centralized transactions is proved in [Y2, Theorem 21. Before stating this con- 
dition we need some notation. Let t be a centralized transaction (i.e., a total order). 
The set of entities accessed by t is denoted by R(t). If s is a step of t, then R,(s) 
denotes the set of entities which are locked-and possibly unlocked-before s, and 
L,(s) denotes the set of entities which are locked but not unlocked before step s. 
571/33/2-4 
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LEMMA 2. Let z = {t,, t2} be a pair of centralized transactions and 
R = R(t,) n R(t2) the set of their common entities. The system z is safe and deadlock 
free if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) the first entity x of R locked by tI is the same as the first entity of R locked 
by t,, and 
(2) for every entity y #x of R, the sets QI(y) = L,,(Ly) n R,,(Ly) and 
Q2( y) = L,,(Ly) n R,,(Ly) are both nonempty. 
Suppose now that we have two distributed transactions T,, T2 which access 
entities R( T,) and R( T,), respectively. If R = R(T,) n R( T2) is empty, then of 
course, the pair A = { T1, T2} is safe and deadlock-free. Assume R # 0. At first we 
observe that condition (1) of Lemma 2 holds for all linear extensions t, E T, and 
t2 E Tz if and only if there exists an entity x in R such that for all y E R, Lx precedes 
Ly both in T, and T2. It is obvious that if such an x exists, then condition (1) of 
Lemma 2 holds for all tl E T, and t2 E T,. For the other direction, assume there is 
no such x E R. Let y E R be such that Ly is not preceded in T, by any other Lock 
step on an entity in R. If there is a z #y in R such that Lz is not preceded in T2 by 
any other Lock step on an entity in R, then we can choose extensions tl E T1 and 
t, E T2 such that the first entity of R locked by t, is y and the first entity of R locked 
by t2 is z. On the other hand, if there is no such z, i.e., Ly precedes in T2 all steps 
that lock entities of R, then Ly does not precede all such steps in T1. Then there is 
a z # y in R such that Lz is not preceded in T, by any other Lock step on an entity 
in R. In this case we can choose extensions t,, t2 such that the first entity of R 
locked by t, is z and the first entity of R locked by t2 is y. 
Assume now that condition (1) is satisfied. Fix an element y # x of R. In order to 
find tl , t, that violate the condition Q,(y) # 0, we want R,,(Ly) to be as small as 
possible. Clearly, any entity of R whose Lock precedes Ly in T2 has to be in R,,(Ly) 
for any t2 E T2. Therefore, in looking for extensions t,, t2 that violate Q1( y) # 0, 
we can fix t2 to be any linear extension of T, which executes before Ly only the 
steps that precede it in the partial order. Given a distributed transaction T and a 
step s of it, let RT(s) denote the set of entities z such that Lz precedes s in T; note 
that if T is a total order, this notation is consistent with our previous definition. 
The condition {for all tl E T, and all t,E T,, L,,(Ly)n R,,(Ly) # a} is equivalent 
to {for all t, E T,, L,,(Ly) n R,,(Ly) # 01. 
Suppse that tl violates this condition and let Ti = (VI, C;) be the prefix of T, 
induced by the steps that are executed before Ly in t,. Then T; has the following 
properties: (a) V, contains all the nodes that precede Ly in T,; (b) for each 
z E R,,(Ly), if Lz is in Vi then also Uz is in Vi ; and (c) V1 does not contain Ly. 
There is a unique minimal prefix of T, satisfying the first two properties; minimal in 
the sense that its set of nodes is a subset of the set of nodes of any other prefix 
satisfying (a) and (b). We can compute easily this minimal prefix Ti by the follow- 
ing algorithm and then check to see if it contains the Ly step. 
1. Initialize Vi to the set of nodes that precede Ly in T,. 
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2. While there is a z in R,(Ly) such that Vi contains Lz but not Uz, add to 
V1 the node Uz and all its predecessors. 
If the transactions are given in a transitively closed form then the minimal prefix 
can be computed in time O(n’), where n is the number of nodes. Thus, the total 
time to test all the conditions of Lemma 2 by this algorithm is O(n3). 
We will prove now a criterion, similar in form to the one of the centralized case, 
which allows us to improve the time to O(n*). The key to doing so is to define the 
sets LT(s) and RT(s) in a way that will allow generalization of Lemma 2 from the 
centralized to the distributed case. It is necessary to define LT(s) asymmetrically to 
&(s) (as far as extensions of T) as follows. If T is a (distributed) transaction and s 
a step of T, we denote by LT(s) the set of entities z such that s precedes Uz but not 
Lz; i.e., L.(s) is the set of entities which are locked but not unlocked right before 
step s in a linear extension of T which executes after s only the steps that succeed s 
in T. Note that this notation is consistent with our previous definition in case T is a 
total order. Also we remark that although for a centralized transaction 
L,(s) E R,(s), this containment does not hold in general for distributed transactions. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = {T,, T2 } be a pair of (distributed) transactions and 
R = R(T,) n R(T,) the set of their common entities. The system A is safe and 
deadlock-free if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) There is an entity x of R such that for all other entities y of R, Lx precedes 
Ly both in T, and T,. 
(2) For every entity y #x of R, the sets L,,(Ly)n R,(Ly) and 
L,(Ly) n R,,(Ly) are both nonempty. 
Proof. We argued before that condition (1) of Lemma 2 holds for all t 1 E T1 and 
t, E T, iff condition (1) of the theorem holds. Assumming that (1) holds it remains 
to argue about (2). We remark that for a fixed y E R the following equivalence is 
not true: {for all tl E T, and t,E T2, L,,(Ly)n RJLy) # @} iff {L,,(Ly) n 
R,(Ly) # @}. Rather, the conjuction of the left-hand side over all yfx in R is 
equivalent to the conjuction of the right-hand side. 
Suppose that condition (2) of the theorem is violated; say, for some element y of 
R, other than x, L,(Ly) n RT2( Ly) = 0. Then we can take t, to be a linear exten- 
sion of T1 which executes after Ly only the steps that succeed Ly in (the partial 
order) T,, and t, an extension of T, which executes before Ly only the steps that 
precede Ly in T2 ; for these t, , t2, condition (2) of Lemma 2 is violated. 
Conversely, suppose that for some y, there are tl E T, and t2 E T2 such that 
QI(y)= L,,(Ly)n R,,(Ly)= 0. Choose a y#x for which we can tind a pair t,, t2 
with such a violation and for which the node Ly is as high as possible in the partial 
order T, ; i.e., for all elements z # x of R such that Lz precedes Ly in T,, and for all 
extensions of T,, T2, the corresponding set Q,(Z) is nonempty. Let M,(y) = 
L,,(Ly)n R,,(Ly). We will argue that M,(y)= 0. 
Suppose that M,(y) is not empty. For all z in M,(y), Uz succeeds Ly in T, (and 
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therefore also in its extension ti), and Lz precedes Ly in Tz (and tz). Since 
M,(Y) c R&Y) and &WY) n K@Y) = $3, we have L,,(Ly) n M,(Y) = 0. From 
this and the fact that t, unlocks all elements of M,(y) after the step Ly, it follows 
that tl also locks all elements of M,(y) after Ly. Let z be the first element of 
R,(Ly) locked by ti after ~?y; since M,(y) is nonempty, M,(y) E R,(Ly), and all 
elements of M,(y) are locked by ti after Ly, there is such a z, and, by definition, Lz 
precedes Ly in T2 and z # x. We claim that L,,(Lz) n R,(Lz) is empty; this would 
contradict the definition of y since we could pick an extension t; of Tz with 
R,;(Lz) = R,,(Lz). 
Suppose to the contrary, that there is an entity w in L,,(Lz) such that Lw 
precedes Lz in Tz. Then Lw precedes also Ly in Tz. If t, had locked w before Ly, 
then it must had also unlocked it before Ly because Qi( y) = a. Thus, t, unlocked 
w before Lz and w # L,,(Lz). If t, locked w after Ly, then Lw comes between Ly and 
Lz in ti , contradicting our definition of z. Therefore, there is no such w. This means 
that our initial assumption is false; that is, L,,(Ly) n R,(Ly) is empty. 1 
COROLLARY 2. We can test if a pair { T,, T, } of (distributed) transactions is safe 
and deadlock-free in timeO(n2), assuming that the transactions are given in transi- 
tively closed form. 
COROLLARY 3. Two copies of a distributed transaction T are safe and deadlock- 
free if and only if there is an entity x such that Lx precedes ail other nodes of T, and 
for any other entity y there is an entity z locked before Ly and unlocked after Ly. 
Many Transactions 
If A is a transaction system, the interaction graph G(d) of A is defined to be an 
undirected graph with the transactions as nodes and an edge between any two 
transactions that have an entity in common. Note that both in the centralized and 
in the distributed case, the digraph D(S) of any partial or complete schedule S of A 
has a subgraph of G(A) as its underlying graph; i.e., if there is an arc Ti + Tj in 
D(S), then G(A) contains an edge ( Ti, Tj). In the centralized case we can test if a 
transaction system is safe and deadlock-free in time polynomial in the number of 
cycles of its interaction graph (Theorem 5 of [Y2]; the theorem is stated in a 
slightly different form there). We shall show that this continues to hold in the dis- 
tributed case as well. 
At first we check every pair of transactions for safety and freedom from deadlock. 
We assume from now on that every pair passes this test. Suppose that A is not safe 
and deadlock-free. Then there is a partial schedule such that its digraph contains a 
cycle. The algorithm is based on the following “normal form” theorem. If some par- 
tial schedule of A has a cyclic digraph, then there is such a partial schedule S* of 
the following form. There is a cycle of G(A), and a way of traversing the cycle, say 
in the order T,, T2,..., Tk, T, such that in S*: First, T1 executes (in any consistent 
order) as many steps as possible without accessing (locking) any entities which are 
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accessed by T,, T4,..., Tk; then, Tz executes as many steps as possible without 
accessing any entities on which T, holds a lock, or which are accessed by 
Tc,, Ts ,..,, Tk. In general, for i = 2 ,..., k, transaction Ti executes as many steps as 
possible without accessing any entities on which Tie 1 holds a lock, or which are 
accessed by transactions T,, 2, Ti+ 3,..., Tk, T, ,..., Tip 2. By definition, the partial 
schedule S* respects the locks. 
Suppose that there is a partial schedule S’ with a cyclic digraph. Pick such a par- 
tial schedule S’ with the minimum total number of steps executed. Let 
T, + T2 + . . * + Tk + T, be a cycle in D( S’). Since all pairs are safe and deadlock 
free, k > 3. Since S’ is a shortest partial schedule with a cyclic digraph, the only 
transactions which have begun execution in S’ are the transactions T1,..., Tk on the 
cycle, and D(S) is acyclic up to the last step. This implies in particular that the 
cycle is chordless; i.e., D(S) does not contain any arcs Ti -+ T, with i #j - 1 mod k. 
Assume that T, is the transaction that executes the last step of S’. We call Tk the 
lust transaction. 
Since all pairs are safe and deadlock-free, from Theorem 3, for each i= l,..., k 
there is an entity xi in R( Ti) n R( Ti+ 1) (all arithmetic is mod k) such that Lx; 
precedes the Lock steps of all elements of R( Ti) n R( Ti+ , ) both in Ti and T, + , . 
For i = l,..., k, let r be the prefix of Ti executed in S’. Since there is an arc from Ti 
to Ti+ 1 in O(S’), the node Lxi is in the prefix G, and the last step executed in S’ is 
the LxI, step of Tk. Let Y(c) be the set of entities mentioned in the remaining steps 
of Ti; equivalently, Y(Ti) is the set of entities y such that Uy is not in q. Denote 
the set of entities accessed in T: by R( T:). The prefixes q satisfy the following 3 
properties: 
(1) R(T{)nR(T,)=@, and for i=2,..., k, R(c)n Y(T:_,)=@. Since the 
Lx, step of Tk is the last step executed in S’, and there is an arc T, + T, (but not 
T, + Tk) in D(S), transaction T, has not executed yet its Lx, step in S’. From the 
definition of xk it follows that T, has not locked in S’ any entity that appears also 
in Tk. For i > 1, note that if there is an entity y in the intersection, then Ti locks y 
in S’. Since y E Y( T:- i), Tie i cannot have unlocked y in S’. Therefore, either TieI 
does not lock y in S’ or it locks y after Ti. In either case O(S’) would contain an 
arc from Ti to Tip 1 labelled y. 
(2) R(c) n R( T,) = 0 for all i, j with i # j + 1 mod k. If there is an entity y in 
the intersection, then Ti locks y in S’. Either an arc Ti-+ T, or an arc T, + Ti 
labelled y must exist in D(S), contradicting the fact that the cycle is chordless. We 
remark that R(T,) n R(T,) # 0 is p ossible, and thus two nonconsecutive trans- 
actions of the cycle may be adjacent in G(d). 
(3) r contains the Lxi step for all i. 
Conversely, suppose that the interaction graph G(d) contains a directed cycle 
T, + T, + . . . T, -+ T, such that we can find prefixes T;,..., r;, of the transactions 
on the cycle satisfying these conditions (1 k(3). (By “directed cycle” we mean a 
cycle of G(d) traversed in one of the two possible directions.) Then we claim that A 
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is not safe and deadlock-free. Consider the partial schedule S’ which runs any linear 
extensions of T’,, T;,..., TL serially in this order. We have to check (a) that S’ is 
legal (respects the locks) and (b) that its digraph D(S’) contains a cycle. Suppose 
that S’ is not legal. This means that some prefix T: wants to lock some entity y 
which is locked but not unlocked by a previous transaction T,, j-c i. If j= i- 1, 
then yE Y(q-,) since Uy is not in r-i, violating property (1). If j # i - 1 then we 
have a violation of property (2). Therefore, S’ is a legal partial schedule. From 
property (3), the digraph D(S’) contains for each i an arc Ti + T,, i labelled xi. 
That is, D(S’) contains a cycle, and therefore A is not safe and deadlock-free. 
Suppose now that we have picked a directed cycle of G(d) and have fixed a 
transaction of the cycle as the last transaction. Say, the cycle is 
T, + T2 + ..’ + T, -+ T, with Tk the last transaction. Let xi be the entity in 
R( T,) n R( Ti+ , ) such that Lxi precedes in Ti and Tj+ i all steps Ly with 
y E R( T,) n R( T,, i). We will see how to test if there are prefixes of the transactions 
satisfying properties (1 )( 3). 
Let T be a (distributed) transaction. For any set of entities Y, there is a unique 
maximal prefix T* of T such that R( T*) A Y = @; maximal in the sense, that any 
prefix T’ of T satisfying R( T’) n Y = /zI is contained in T*. This prefix T* is 
obtained from T by removing all nodes Ly and their successors for y E Y. Consider 
now the sequence of prefixes Tf ,..., T,* constructed as follows: 
1. Tf is the maximal prefix of T, satisfying R( T:) n [Ujz ,,2 R( T,)] = 0. 
2. For i=2 to k, T,f+ is the maximal prefix of Ti satisfying 
R(TT)nY(TT-,)=a and R(TF)n[Uj+i,,R(T,)]=@. 
We claim that given any set of prefixes T;,..., T’,‘, satisfying properties (1) and (2), 
for every i, T: is contained in TT. We prove this by induction on i. For i= 1, R(T;) 
is disjoint from R( Tk) (property 1) and from all R( Tj) with j= 3,..., k - 1 
(property 2); therefore, the claim follows from the definition of T:. For i> 1 
assume inductively that the claim is true for smaller i; thus, Tj- i is contained in 
Tj+L , . Then, if a step Uy is not in TTm ,, it is not in T:-, either. That is, 
Y( TT- i ) E Y( r- i ). Therefore, R(c) n Y( TT-, ) = aa, and because also 
R( T:.) n [ Ujz i+, R( T,)] = a, we conclude that T,f+ contains r. 
Thus, if there are prefixes satisfying properties (l)-(3), then the prefixes T,? that 
we defined above also satisfy all three properties. We conclude: 
THEOREM 4. We can test if a (distributed) transaction system is safe and 
deadlock-free in time polynomial in the number of cycles of its interaction graph and 
the size of the input. 
COROLLARY 4. We can test if a fixed number of (distributed) transactions form a 
safe and deadlock-free system in time O(n’), assuming that the transactions are given 
in transitively closed form. 
Note that the exponent of n does not depend on the number of transactions; only 
the constant does. Of course the constant in the corollary is an exponential function 
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of the number d of transactions, since in the worst-case (the interaction graph is 
complete) there are roughly d! choices of a directed cycle and a last transaction on 
the cycle. This is not surprising since testing for safety and freedom from deadlock 
of an arbitrary set of transactions is NP-hard even in the centralized case. 
Our algorithm also implies 
THEOREM 5. A system consisting of any number of copies of a (distributed) trans- 
action T is safe and deadlock-free if a system consisting of two copies is safe and 
deadlock-free (if and only if the condition of Corollary 3 is satisfied). 
Proof: Suppose that A is a system consisting of d copies of T. Its interaction 
graph is the complete graph on d nodes. If we pick any cycle of length 3 or more, 
the first prefix Tj’ will be empty. 1 
The theorem is not true for deadlock-freedom only. For example, three trans- 
actions with the syntax of Fig. 6 can have a deadlock but two cannot. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We characterized the deadlock situation among a set of transactions in a dis- 
tributed database and proved that determining deadlock freedom of a set of two 
arbitrary transactions is a coNP-complete problem. Therefore the deadlock- 
freedom problem appears closed. It is polynomial for a fixed number of different 
transactions and database sites but if one or both parameters are allowed to vary it 
becomes coNP-complete. If the number of database sites varies it is coNP-complete 
even for two transactions, and if the number of transactions varies it is coNP-com- 
plete even for centralized databases (one site). 
We also analyzed the problem of safety and deadlock-freedom. We showed that, 
even though for two transactions in a distributed database determining safety alone 
or deadlock-freedom alone is coNP-complete, determining both of them is 
polynomial (actually, quadratic) for any fixed number of transactions. The primary 
reason for locking transactions in the database context is to ensure serializability. 
Thus, in this context, one expects transactions to be locked by some safe locking 
policy (for example, two-phase locked). In this case, where transactions are safely 
locked, we can decide freedom from deadlock in polynomial time if the number of 
transactions is fixed; for an arbitrary number of transactions the problem is coNP- 
complete even in the centralized case. 
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